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The Histories
AS SEEN ON BBC’S WINTERWATCH WITH CHRIS PACKHAM AND MICHAELA
STRACHAN 'The finest book ever written on nature and landscape in Britain'
Guardian In this masterpiece of nature writing, Nan Shepherd describes her
journeys into the Cairngorm mountains of Scotland. There she encounters a world
that can be breathtakingly beautiful at times and shockingly harsh at others. Her
intense, poetic prose explores and records the rocks, rivers, creatures and hidden
aspects of this remarkable landscape. Shepherd spent a lifetime in search of the
'essential nature' of the Cairngorms; her quest led her to write this classic
meditation on the magnificence of mountains, and on our imaginative relationship
with the wild world around us. Composed during the Second World War, the
manuscript of The Living Mountain lay untouched for more than thirty years before
it was finally published.

Ancient Civilizations Through the Renaissance
'An epic treasure hunt into the highways and byways of stored knowledge across
faiths and continents.' John Agard, poet and playwrightIn The Map of Knowledge
Violet Moller traces the journey taken by the ideas of three of the greatest
scientists of antiquity - Euclid, Galen and Ptolemy - through seven cities and over a
thousand years. In it, we follow them from sixth-century Alexandria to ninthcentury Baghdad, from Muslim Cordoba to Catholic Toledo, from Salerno's
medieval medical school to Palermo, capital of Sicily's vibrant mix of cultures, and finally - to Venice, where that great merchant city's printing presses would enable
Euclid's geometry, Ptolemy's system of the stars and Galen's vast body of writings
on medicine to spread even more widely. In tracing these fragile strands of
knowledge from century to century, from east to west and north to south, Moller
also reveals the web of connections between the Islamic world and Christendom,
connections that would both preserve and transform astronomy, mathematics and
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medicine from the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance. Vividly told and with a
dazzling cast of characters, The Map of Knowledge is an evocative, nuanced and
vibrant account of our common intellectual heritage.

History Alive 7 for the Australian Curriculum
A Child's History of the World
History of the Peloponnesian War
Exam Prep for: History Alive! The Ancient World; Student
This is a small format edition of the global bestseller that showcases tribal cultures
around the world. With globalization, these societies are to be prized for their
distinctive lifestyles, art and traditions. They live in close harmony with nature,
now a rarity in our modern era. Jimmy Nelson not only presents us with stunning
images of customs and artifacts, but also offers insightful portraits of people who
are the guardians of a culture that they--and we--hope will be passed on to future
generations in all its glory. Nelson's large-plate field camera captures every
intricate detail and fine nuance for posterity. What's more, this splendid pageantry
is set against a vivid backdrop of some of the world's most pristine landscapes.
English/German/French edition.

Exam Prep for: History Alive! The Ancient World
The exciting field of biblical archaeology has revolutionized our understanding of
the Bible -- and no one has done more to popularise this vast store of knowledge
than Israel Finkelstein and Neil Silberman, who revealed what we now know about
when and why the Bible was first written in The Bible Unearthed. Now, with David
and Solomon, they do nothing less than help us to understand the sacred kings
and founding fathers of western civilization. David and his son Solomon are famous
in the Bible for their warrior prowess, legendary loves, wisdom, poetry, conquests,
and ambitious building programmes. Yet thanks to archaeology's astonishing finds,
we now know that most of these stories are myths. Finkelstein and Silberman show
us that the historical David was a bandit leader in a tiny back-water called
Jerusalem, and how -- through wars, conquests and epic tragedies like the exile of
the Jews in the centuries before Christ and the later Roman conquest -- David and
his successor were reshaped into mighty kings and even messiahs, symbols of
hope to Jews and Christians alike in times of strife and despair and models for the
great kings of Europe. A landmark work of research and lucid scholarship by two
brilliant luminaries, David and Solomon recasts the very genesis of western history
in a whole new light.

History Alive!
A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 “Searingly passionate…Nixey writes up a
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storm. Each sentence is rich, textured, evocative, felt…[A] ballista-bolt of a book.”
—New York Times Book Review In Harran, the locals refused to convert. They were
dismembered, their limbs hung along the town’s main street. In Alexandria, zealots
pulled the elderly philosopher-mathematician Hypatia from her chariot and flayed
her to death with shards of broken pottery. Not long before, their fellow Christians
had invaded the city’s greatest temple and razed it—smashing its world-famous
statues and destroying all that was left of Alexandria’s Great Library. Today, we
refer to Christianity’s conquest of the West as a “triumph.” But this victory entailed
an orgy of destruction in which Jesus’s followers attacked and suppressed classical
culture, helping to pitch Western civilization into a thousand-year-long decline. Just
one percent of Latin literature would survive the purge; countless antiquities,
artworks, and ancient traditions were lost forever. As Catherine Nixey reveals,
evidence of early Christians’ campaign of terror has been hiding in plain sight: in
the palimpsests and shattered statues proudly displayed in churches and museums
the world over. In The Darkening Age, Nixey resurrects this lost history, offering a
wrenching account of the rise of Christianity and its terrible cost.

The Map of Knowledge
Encyclopaedia Britannica
The Darkening Age
The History of the Renaissance World: From the Rediscovery of
Aristotle to the Conquest of Constantinople
In eighty-one brief chapters, Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching, or Book of the Way, provides
advice that imparts balance and perspective, a serene and generous spirit, and
teaches us how to work for the good with the effortless skill that comes from being
in accord with the Tao - the basic principle of the universe.

The Ancient World
Ancient World
Based on the highly successful Humanities Alive series, History Alive 7 for the
Australian Curriculum and eBookPLUS provides the most engaging and fascinating
coverage of the new Australian Curriculum for History for year 7 students across
Australia. KEY FEATURES ? Visually appealing double-page spreads ? A wealth of
source material ? High-impact photos and artwork ? A clear inquiry-based approach
? Lively and complete coverage of the essential content ? A dedicated ICT activities
spread for each chapter which highlights all the ICT resources in eBookPLUS
History Alive 7 for the Australian Curriculum and eBookPLUS is a hard-copy student
text accompanied by eBookPLUS. >eBookPLUS resources include: ? Access from
any digital device PC/MAC/iPad/Android Tablet. ? Worksheets - Word documents
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designed for easy customisation and editing. ? Interactivities and games to
reinforce and enhance student learning. ? eLessons - engaging video clips and
supporting material. ? Weblinks to relevant support material on the internet. ?
ProjectsPLUS - unique ICT-based projects that provide opportunities for students to
demonstrate creativity, thinking skills and teamwork.

Before They Pass Away
This riveting narrative explores the lives of six remarkable female pharaohs, from
Hatshepsut to Cleopatra--women who ruled with real power--and shines a piercing
light on our own perceptions of women in power today. Female rulers are a rare
phenomenon--but thousands of years ago in ancient Egypt, women reigned
supreme. Regularly, repeatedly, and with impunity, queens like Hatshepsut,
Nefertiti, and Cleopatra controlled the totalitarian state as power-brokers and
rulers. But throughout human history, women in positions of power were more
often used as political pawns in a male-dominated society. What was so special
about ancient Egypt that provided women this kind of access to the highest
political office? What was it about these women that allowed them to transcend
patriarchal obstacles? What did Egypt gain from its liberal reliance on female
leadership, and could today's world learn from its example? Celebrated
Egyptologist Kara Cooney delivers a fascinating tale of female power, exploring the
reasons why it has seldom been allowed through the ages, and why we should
care.

History Alive: The Ancient World
Originally published under the General Editorship of Thomas H. Greer, the series
emanated from the Humanities Department of Michigan State University. The
books remain today perhaps the best sources available for the comprehensive
study in one volume of every subject area which might be included in the umbrella
of humanities. Most major literary forms are represented: essay, poem, short story,
play, novel, memoir, epigram, scientific discourse, philosophical treatise, political
manifesto, and religious proclamation. All major subject areas are explored: art,
music, education, mathematics, biology, psychiatry, religion, philosophy, politics,
economics, and physics. The informative apparatus, headnotes, and footnotes are
all aimed at enhancing the student-reader's comprehension.

Discourse on Colonialism
Helping students succeed in three main parts: class involvement activities, reading
this book, and writing about your learning in an interactive notebook.

World History: Ancient Civilizaitons
A major publishing event - two of the UK's outstanding prize-winning artists
working together for the first timeThe legend of Gilgamesh is the oldest written
story, pre-dating both The Bible and The Iliad. An epic story about a quest for
immortality, it also includes a legend of the Flood that is remarkably similar to the
story of Noah.* Geraldine McCaughrean has won every major prize for children's
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literature in this country, including the Carnegie Medal, the Whitbread Award, the
Guardian Children's Fiction Award, and, most recently, The Blue Peter Best Book to
Keep Forever Award.* David Parkins is a highly acclaimed artist, and has been
shortlisted for the Kurt Maschler and Smarties awards. He received many critical
accolades for God's Story with Jan Mark

Ancient Times
David and Solomon
“Among the best city-centric series.”–New York Times THE BOWERY BOYS'
OFFICIAL COMPANION TO THEIR WILDLY POPULAR, AWARD-WINNING PODCAST The
Bowery Boys podcast is a phenomenon, thrilling audiences each month with one
amazing story after the next. Now, in their first-ever book, the duo gives you an
exclusive personal tour through New York’s old cobblestone streets and gas-lit
back alleyways. Featuring fascinating guides to: • Hell's Kitchen and Columbus
Circle • The Bowery and Astor Place • Tribeca and Foley Square • Chinatown and
Little Italy • and all the rest of New York!

Practicing History
"Chronicles the period between the 4th and 12th centuries, when rulers in Europe,
the Mideast and Asia turned to religious reasons to justify political and military
action, a time that included the development of Islam, the crowning of
Charlemagne and the rise of the T'ang Dynasty. By the author of The History of the
Ancient World."

History Alive!
A portrayal of fourteen ancient cities at their height.

The Invention of Racism in Classical Antiquity
When Women Ruled the World
Ancient World History Activity Sampler
This classic work, first published in France in 1955, profoundly influenced the
generation of scholars and activists at the forefront of liberation struggles in Africa,
Latin America, and the Caribbean. Nearly twenty years later, when published for
the first time in English, Discourse on Colonialism inspired a new generation
engaged in the Civil Rights, Black Power, and anti-war movements and has sold
more than 75,000 copies to date.

Tao Te Ching
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Beginning in the heady days just after the First Crusade, this volume—the third in
the series that began with and —chronicles the contradictions of a world in
transition.

Ancient World History
History Alive! The Medieval World and Beyond
History is presented with a personal viewpoint of how and why it may have
happened.

Gilgamesh the Hero
Celebrated for bringing a personal touch to history in her Pulitzer Prize–winning
epic The Guns of August and other classic books, Barbara W. Tuchman reflects on
world events and the historian’s craft in these perceptive, essential essays. From
thoughtful pieces on the historian’s role to striking insights into America’s past and
present to trenchant observations on the international scene, Barbara W. Tuchman
looks at history in a unique way and draws lessons from what she sees. Spanning
more than four decades of writing in The New York Times Magazine, The Atlantic,
Foreign Affairs, Harper’s, The Nation, and The Saturday Evening Post, Tuchman
weighs in on a range of eclectic topics, from Israel and Mao Tse-tung to a Freudian
reading of Woodrow Wilson. This is a splendid body of work, the story of a lifetime
spent “practicing history.” Praise for Practicing History “Persuades and enthralls . .
. I can think of no better primer for the nonexpert who wishes to learn
history.”—Chicago Sun-Times “Provocative, consistent, and beautifully readable,
an event not to be missed by history buffs.”—Baltimore Sun “A delight to
read.”—The New York Times Book Review

History Alive!
Ancient History
Great Cities of the Ancient World
World History Detective Level 1
Provides sample questions and answers, recommended readings, maps, and
activities.

The History of the Medieval World: From the Conversion of
Constantine to the First Crusade
Details the struggle between Athens and Sparta. Conflicts between the two
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empires over shipping, trade, and colonial expansion ended in 431 B.C. in Northern
Greece as the Greek world plunged into 27 years of war.

The Monument
There was racism in the ancient world, after all. This groundbreaking book refutes
the common belief that the ancient Greeks and Romans harbored "ethnic and
cultural," but not racial, prejudice. It does so by comprehensively tracing the
intellectual origins of racism back to classical antiquity. Benjamin Isaac's
systematic analysis of ancient social prejudices and stereotypes reveals that some
of those represent prototypes of racism--or proto-racism--which in turn inspired the
early modern authors who developed the more familiar racist ideas. He considers
the literature from classical Greece to late antiquity in a quest for the various
forms of the discriminatory stereotypes and social hatred that have played such an
important role in recent history and continue to do so in modern society.
Magisterial in scope and scholarship, and engagingly written, The Invention of
Racism in Classical Antiquity further suggests that an understanding of ancient
attitudes toward other peoples sheds light not only on Greco-Roman imperialism
and the ideology of enslavement (and the concomitant integration or nonintegration) of foreigners in those societies, but also on the disintegration of the
Roman Empire and on more recent imperialism as well. The first part considers
general themes in the history of discrimination; the second provides a detailed
analysis of proto-racism and prejudices toward particular groups of foreigners in
the Greco-Roman world. The last chapter concerns Jews in the ancient world, thus
placing anti-Semitism in a broader context.

The Living Mountain
Homeless Bird
History Eight
The National Book Award-winning novel about one remarkable young woman who
dares to defy fate, perfect for readers who enjoyed A Long Walk to Water by Linda
Sue Park or Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai. This middle grade novel is
an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5 to 6, especially during
homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child entertained and engaged while
not in the classroom. Like many girls her age in India, thirteen-year-old Koly faces
her arranged marriage with hope and courage. But Koly's story takes a terrible turn
when in the wake of the ceremony, she discovers she's been horribly misled—her
life has been sold for a dowry. Can she forge her own future, even in the face of
time-worn tradition? Perfect for schools and classrooms, this universally acclaimed,
bestselling, and award-winning novel by master of historical fiction Gloria Whelan
is a gripping tale of hope that will transport readers of all ages.

The Story of Civilization
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The Bowery Boys: Adventures in Old New York
'no one else in our times has attempted to write a universal history' Polybius'
ambitious goal was to describe how Rome conquered the Mediterranean world in
less than fifty-three years. This great study of imperialism takes the reader back to
Rome's first encounter with Carthage in 264 and forward to her destruction of that
renowned city in 146. Polybius, himself a leading Greek politician of the time,
emphasizes the importance of practical experience for the writing of political
history as well as the critical assessment of all the evidence. He attributes Rome's
success to the greatness of its constitution and the character of its people, but also
allows Fortune a role in designing the shape of world events. This new translation
by Robin Waterfield, the first for over thirty years, includes the first five books in
their entirety, and all of the fragmentary Books 6 and 12, containing Polybius'
account of the Roman constitution and his outspoken views on how (and how not)
to write history. Brian McGing's accompanying introduction and notes illuminate
this remarkable political history. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford
World's Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the
globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship,
providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including
expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-todate bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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